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The so-called Mausoleum of Galla 
Placidia is a small building laid out in the 
form of a cross that, nowadays, is located 
in the grounds of the Basilica San Vitale 
in Ravenna. It houses three sarcophagi at-
tributed to, but not containing, Galla 
Placidia and the Emperors Honorius and 
Constantius. When constructed it was a 
sort of annex to a much larger church, 
Santa Croce, that was commissioned by 
Galla Placidia. No one knows whether she 
designed the building to be her mau-
soleum. Its chief interest is the glorious 
Hellenistic-Roman mosaics on its vaulted 
ceilings, lunettes and cupola that date to 
about 430: some 120  years earlier than 
the Byzantine mosaics in San Vitale. Like 
late Roman frescoes the figures have ide-
alised Greek bodies and flowing dress. 
Unlike the timeless, spiritualised icons of 
Byzantine art, they have volume, realistic 
features and cast shadows.

Galla Placidia (d. 450) was the daughter of 
Theodosius, the last Emperor to rule the whole 
Roman world, and half-sister of the Emperor 
Honorius who moved the Western Capital to 
Ravenna. She was Regent of the Western Em-

pire for 12 years until 437 on behalf of her son 
Valentinian and, at the end of her life, much to 
her horror, narrowly missed being mother-in-
law to Attila the Hun (to whom her daughter 
rashly proposed).



Above the Entry — Christ as the Good Shepherd wearing gold robes and a purple cloak, carrying an imperial staff 
topped with a cross



St Lawrence — who was burned to death on a gridiron — with a bookcase containing the 
books of the four Evangelists. Window panes are sheets of alabaster.



The Cupola with a starry sky and symbols of the Evangelists floating in rainbow clouds. Below, pairs of apostles acclaim the heavens.



The “Neonian” Baptistry in Ravenna was constructed on 
top of a Roman bath house (sort of appropriate) early in the 
Fifth century when it adjoined a large basilica that was de-
stroyed in the 18th century. Bishop Neon finished the bap-
tistry in the second half of the Fifth century when the mo-
saics were created: perhaps two or three decades after the 
Mausoleum was decorated.  

Next page: The central medallion of the cupola depicts 
the Baptism of Christ by John the Baptist in the River Jor-
dan (impersonated by the figure holding a reed)*. This cen-
tral image is surrounded by a large inner ring with 
the Twelve Apostles, who carry crowns in veiled hands 
and walk slowly in procession…

* The right arm of John the Baptist, the bowl from which he is pouring the wa-
ter, the dove, and Christ's head are18th and 19th century “restorations”. 





The outer ring of the mosaic is divided into eight sections, with alternating empty thrones, representing the divinity of 
Christ, and altars with open Gospel books. The thrones are flanked by depictions of gardens, while the altars are flanked 
by empty chairs to represent the place reserved in heaven for the Elect.



All images taken with an Olympus OMD EM-1 MkII camera and an Olympus 12-100mm f/4 lens, hand-held, in September, 2018


